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A B S T R A C T

Ground deformation monitoring is a crucial task in geohazard management to ensure the safety of lives
and infrastructure. Persistent scatterer interferometric synthetic aperture radar (PS-InSAR) is an advanced
technique for measuring small displacements on the Earth’s surface. Estimated PS-InSAR time series acquired
by Sentinel-1 satellites provide a great opportunity for effective monitoring of ground deformation in recent
years. However, challenges arise when processing these time series due to their non-uniform sampling, noise
from atmosphere and preprocessing issues including phase unwrapping and others. Therefore, estimating the
location and direction of trend turning in such time series, as an indicator of ground deformation, is not an easy
task. In this work, a sequential turning point detection method (STPD) is proposed and compared with other
change point detection methods. Using a large set of simulated time series with various noise types, it is shown
that STPD outperforms other methods in terms of overall accuracy and root mean square error for location
and direction of trend turnings. As a case study, STPD is applied to detect turning points within PS-InSAR time
series for the province of Frosinone in Italy and classified using topography and land cover/use. In addition,
an area susceptible to landslides is selected to estimate the starting dates of potential slow-moving landslides.
It is also shown that the turning points in the local precipitation time series have a high correlation with the
ones in the PS-InSAR time series, indicating that precipitation is a major triggering factor of the displacements
in the area. The STPD can rapidly and effectively detect locations and directions of trend turnings and is freely
available online in both MATLAB and python.
1. Introduction

Ground deformation is a phenomenon that may have anthropogenic
or natural origin and can cause severe environmental and socioe-
conomic impacts (Cascini et al., 2009; Cianflone et al., 2015; Coda
et al., 2019). Various factors can cause ground to deform slowly or
rapidly, such as groundwater exploitation and abstraction, volcanic
activities, earthquake-triggered landslides, rockfalls, and many oth-
ers (Varnes, 1978; De Martino et al., 2021; Martino et al., 2022;
Kundu et al., 2023). Deformation in mountainous regions is usually as
a result of landslides, mudslides, rockfalls, etc., and its susceptibility
analysis is based on topography (Nakileza and Nedala, 2020; Martino
et al., 2022; Kundu et al., 2023). In urbanized regions, groundwater
fluctuations (subsidence or uplift) may occur due to anthropogenic
activities, e.g., land subsidence as a result of extensive groundwater
extraction for industry or agriculture (Bai et al., 2016; Coda et al.,
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2019; Allocca et al., 2022). Other types man-made ground deformation
include urbanization, building and road reconstruction.

Persistent scatterer interferometric synthetic aperture radar (PS-
InSAR) has been utilized in various studies for ground deformation
monitoring, such as land subsidence and uplift in urban areas, land-
slides, and small-scale tectonic activity (Mateos et al., 2017; Hussain
et al., 2022; Yao et al., 2022; Makabayi et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022).
Sentinel 1 A and 1B satellites travel half of their trajectory from the
south pole to the north pole (ascending orbit) and the other half from
north pole to south pole (descending orbit), Fig. 1. The satellites revisit
the same area along both orbits, and so both ascending and descending
data are acquired over the same area in different times, allowing to
estimate the vertical and east–west components of displacement (Ren
et al., 2022). There are several challenges when processing PS-InSAR
time series. For example, phase unwrapping is a crucial task in InSAR
techniques to resolve the ambiguity of modulo 2𝜋 and obtain the
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of this work.
absolute change of phase for before estimating displacement; however,
this pre-processing can lead to undesired biases in the displacement
time series (Zeyada et al., 2022). The deformation curves in PS-InSAR
time series are usually discrete with error though their cumulative
deformation and velocity are usually very good (Zhang et al., 2011;
Yao et al., 2022). The PS-InSAR generally coincides with buildings,
artificial structures, and non-vegetated areas (Makabayi et al., 2021).
As the direction of the ground deformation approaches to the direction
of the flightpath, i.e., north-south direction, the SAR echoes become
less sensitive, failing to properly measure the displacement toward that
direction (Moretto et al., 2021).

A turning point (TP) is a location in a time series where the gradient
changes while a change point (CP) in the time series can be a jump
(datum shift) or a TP or others. Herein, a CP is distinguished from a
TP, i.e., a TP is always a CP but a CP may not be necessarily a TP
(e.g., datum shift). In geology, changes in displacement time series
may be abrupt (e.g., due to earthquakes, rockfalls, etc.) or because
of slow-moving ground deformation or landslides causing a turn in
displacement trend (Cianflone et al., 2021; Hussain et al., 2021; Lattari
et al., 2022). Popular CP detection methods applied in climatology,
geology, and environmental sciences include but are not limited to non-
parametric, Bayesian-based, and machine learning methods (Jaiswal
et al., 2015; Aminikhanghahi and Cook, 2017; Ghaderpour et al.,
2021; Lattari et al., 2022). However, most of CP detection methods
in literature have a high computational cost for applications, such as
processing millions of PS-InSAR time series (Awty-Carroll et al., 2019).
Furthermore, it can be very challenging to identify whether a detected
change by a model is a true TP, jump, or phenological change, because
these types of changes may easily be confused in the model when the
noise level is high or the time series are not regularly sampled (Awty-
Carroll et al., 2019; Ghaderpour et al., 2021). Therefore, developing a
fast and reliable TP detection method becomes crucial. The flowchart
of this work is shown in Fig. 1, and the main contributions of this study
are summarized below.

(1) Developing a robust TP detection method to rapidly detect and
categorize TPs.

(2) Comparing three CP detection methods with the proposed
method.

(3) Applying the proposed method to detect TPs in PS-InSAR time
series for the province of Frosinone in Italy.
2

(4) Classifying the detected TPs using topography and land cover/
use for Frosinone.

(5) Investigating the correlation between precipitation and displace-
ment TPs within an area susceptible to landslides.

2. Methods

In Section 2.1, three existing CP detection methods are reviewed,
namely, Pettitt’s test, running slope difference (RSD), and sequential
change point detection (SCPD). Then in Section 2.2, a robust TP de-
tection method is proposed, namely, sequential turning point detection
(STPD).

2.1. Existing change detection methods

2.1.1. Pettitt’s test
Pettitt’s test is a popular non-parametric statistical test for detecting

CPs in time series (Pettitt, 1979; Li and Pi, 2022; Gourgouletis and
Baltas, 2023). Let {𝑦1,… , 𝑦𝑛} be a series of 𝑛 random variables or
observations. Let 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 be the distribution functions of segments
{𝑦1,… , 𝑦𝜏} and {𝑦𝜏+1,… , 𝑦𝑛}, respectively, where 𝜏 is a potential CP.
The null (𝐻0) and alternative (𝐻1) hypotheses are defined as
{

𝐻0 ∶ 𝐹1 = 𝐹2 (no CP)
𝐻1 ∶ 𝐹1 ≠ 𝐹2 (CP at time 𝜏)

(1)

To detect the CP for each 𝑡 (1 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑛), the following test statistics is
calculated that is like Mann–Whitney test statistic (Mann and Whitney,
1947):

𝑈𝑡,𝑛 =
𝑡

∑

𝑖=1

𝑛
∑

𝑗=𝑡+1
sgn (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 ), 1 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑛 (2)

where

sgn (𝑥) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

1 if 𝑥 > 0
0 if 𝑥 = 0
−1 if 𝑥 < 0

(3)

The most probable CPs are obtained by

𝐾 = max (|𝑈 |), (4)
𝜏 1≤𝑡<𝑛 𝑡,𝑛
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If there are multiple 𝜏 (1 ≤ 𝜏 < 𝑛) satisfying Eq. (4), then the one that
as the minimum distance to 𝑛∕2 is considered the most probable CP.
he 𝑝-value of Pettitt’s test is approximated by

≈ 2exp
( −6𝐾2

𝜏

𝑛2 + 𝑛3

)

. (5)

Given a significant level 𝛼 (usually 0.05 or 0.01), if 𝑝 < 𝛼, then
he null hypothesis is rejected which means the distributions of the
wo segments are different, i.e., there is CP at 𝜏. Once the CP is
etermined, the gradient of each segment can be estimated by Sen’s
lope estimator (Shawky et al., 2023; Zaghloul et al., 2022).

.1.2. Running slope difference
The running slope difference (RSD), proposed by Zuo et al. (2019),

s a CP detection method applied to climate time series. The RSD is
ased on a sequential fitting of linear trend with two pieces to segments
f a time series. Mathematically, suppose that 𝑆1 = {𝑦1,… , 𝑦𝜏} and
2 = {𝑦𝜏+1,… , 𝑦𝑛} are two segments of a time series of size 𝑛, where 𝜏

s the potential TP (1 < 𝜏 < 𝑛). The RSD models these segments by

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑚1𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏1 + 𝜀𝑖, for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝜏, (6)

𝑗 = 𝑚2𝑥𝑗 + 𝑏2 + 𝜀𝑗 , for 𝜏 < 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛. (7)

here 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 are the gradients, 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 are the intercepts, and 𝜀𝑖
nd 𝜀𝑗 are the error terms to be estimated by the ordinary least-squares
ethod (OLS) (Zuo et al., 2019; Ghaderpour and Vujadinovic, 2020).
he test statistics for the gradient is defined as

gradient =
�̂�1 − �̂�2
𝑆�̂�1 ,�̂�2

(8)

here the hat symbol means estimation and 𝑆2
�̂�1 ,�̂�2

is the estimated
ariance of �̂�1 − �̂�2 that is equal to 𝑆2

�̂�1
+ 𝑆2

�̂�2
when the observations

are statistically independent. It can be verified that Eq. (8) follows the
𝑡-distribution with 𝑛 − 4 degrees of freedom if the error terms 𝜀𝑖 and
𝑗 are normally distributed independent random variables with zero
ean and variance 𝜎2, where 4 degrees are lost due to the estimations

f two gradients and two intercepts (Zuo et al., 2019). The null (𝐻0)
nd alternative (𝐻1) hypotheses in RSD are defined as

𝐻0 ∶ 𝑚1 = 𝑚2 (no CP)
𝐻1 ∶ 𝑚1 ≠ 𝑚2 (CP at time 𝜏)

(9)

f |𝑡gradient| > 𝑡𝑛−4,1−𝛼∕2 at a given significance level 𝛼, then the null
ypothesis is rejected, and there is a gradient CP occurring at 𝜏 at
00(1 − 𝛼)% confidence level (Zuo et al., 2019).

For each 𝜏, 1 < 𝜏 < 𝑛, OLS will estimate a gradient and an
ntercept for Eq. (6) (first piece) and another independent gradient
nd independent intercept for Eq. (7) (second piece). The criterion for
electing a CP in RSD is maximizing the absolute gradient difference
alue (Zuo et al., 2019). As demonstrated in the results section, this
riterion more frequently can lead to false detection of TP location as
ompared to minimizing L2 norm of residuals.

The running approach in RSD is based on a translating window
here the two trend pieces, Eqs. (6) and (7), have the same size,

.e., the window center is the place where the gradients of the two
ieces are estimated to obtain a gradient difference. Then the window
ranslates and a gradient difference will be estimated for each window
o create a RSD time series (Zuo et al., 2019). The local maximum and
inimum values of the RSD time series are the potential CPs if they are

tatistically significant.
There are some shortcomings for this approach. First, for a large

indow size, no CPs can be detected for the first or second half of the
indow. For example, for a 4-year-long window, RSD cannot detect any

hange in 2015, 2016, 2020, and 2021 for the 7-year-long PS-InSAR
ime series employed in this work. On the other hand, reducing the size
f the window can easily increase the false positive rate due to existence
f inter-annual and seasonal noise or serial correlation. Second, local
3

xterma of the RSD time series cannot always provide the true location
f CPs when dealing with various noise types. One way to overcome
hese limitations is using a large window size (e.g., 5-year-long) but
equentially estimate the gradient differences within the window and
hoose the time index corresponding to the maximum of their absolute
alues as a potential CP. Herein, this method is referred to modified
SD (MRSD).

.1.3. Sequential change point detection
The SCPD sequentially fits a linear trend with two pieces within a

indow, where an independent intercept and an independent slope are
stimated for each linear piece sequentially and within the window, like
RSD. However, the criterion for detecting a CP in SCPD is minimizing

he residual norm not maximizing the absolute value of the gradient
ifference. In fact, SCPD is a special case of jumps upon spectrum
nd trend (JUST) which only uses trend fitting without any simultane-
us harmonic fitting (Ghaderpour and Vujadinovic, 2020; Ghaderpour,
021). Using simulated time series, it is shown herein that minimizing
he residual norm performs better than maximizing the absolute value
f the gradient difference for TP detection.

.2. Proposed methodology

The RSD is sensitive to jumps (datum shift) starting at 𝜏, i.e., the
stimated pieces can be discontinuous at 𝜏, see Eqs. (6) and (7). In
ractice, jumps of low magnitudes may have been caused during the
reprocessing and phase unwrapping of InSAR time series while higher
agnitude jumps could be due to earthquakes, rockfalls, volcanic

ctivities, and others causing a sudden and large datum shift in the
ime series values which are not the focus of this work. Since the goal
f this study is detecting TP in InSAR time series that often exhibit
umps of low magnitudes, it is assumed that the linear trend may
how a TP without jump, i.e., the fitted linear trend is continuous and
as a TP where the gradient changes (no datum shift). The proposed
P detection method uses a windowing technique where a sequential
pproach is performed within each window to estimate a potential TP.
or simplicity, Section 2.2.1 describes the sequential approach within
ne window. Then the windowing strategy in STPD is described in
ection 2.2.2.

.2.1. Sequential turning point detection
For a given window, STPD has two steps: forward and backward

stimations.
Step 1. In the forward estimation, like RDS, 𝑚1 and 𝑏1 in Eq. (6)

re estimated by OLS, but only 𝑚2 in Eq. (7) is estimated while 𝑏2 is
eplaced by �̂�2 = �̂�1𝑥𝜏 + �̂�1 with 𝑥𝑗 ← 𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝜏 , 𝜏 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛. The residual
eries, the estimated linear trend with TP at 𝜏 subtracted from the entire
ime series, is calculated for each 𝜏, 1 < 𝜏 < 𝑛. The potential TP 𝜏forward,
< 𝜏forward < 𝑛, is the one minimizing the L2 norm of the residual

eries.
Step 2. In the backward estimation, the time series is flipped and the

orward estimation process in Step 1 is applied to estimate the linear
rend with a potential TP. Then this linear trend is flipped to get the
P 𝜏backward, 1 < 𝜏backward < 𝑛.

There is a potential TP in the time series if |𝜏forward − 𝜏backward| is
lose enough to zero. It is recommended a maximum difference of three
oints which corresponds to three months difference in the monthly re-
ampled InSAR time series. Therefore, if 0 < |𝜏forward − 𝜏backward| ≤ 3,
hen the potential TP will be the one that has the lowest L2 norm of
esiduals.

The test statistics of STPD is the same as RSD shown in Eq. (8),
here 𝑆�̂�2

is estimated from the model without the intercept compo-
ent. The null and alternative hypotheses also remain the same as RSD
ith degrees of freedom one more than RSD as the second trend piece
oes not have the intercept component. The significance level selected
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Fig. 2. The windowing strategy for the proposed TP detection method.

in this work is 𝛼 = 0.01, i.e., the selected 𝜏 must also be statistically
significant at 99% confidence level.

Since STPD is designed for detecting TPs only (not jumps), it is
crucial to define a measure to flag jumps; otherwise, the gradients of
the linear pieces may not be a good indicator of gradual changes. To
do so, a statistical metric, namely, normalized difference residual index
(NDRI) is defined as follows:

NDRI =
‖𝑟1‖ − ‖𝑟2‖
‖𝑟1‖ + ‖𝑟2‖

(10)

where ‖ ⋅ ‖ is the L2 norm, 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are the residual series of the first
and second time series segments with TP at 𝜏, respectively, i.e., 𝑟1 is
{𝑦𝑖 − �̂�1𝑥𝑗 − �̂�1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝜏} and 𝑟2 is {𝑦𝑗 − �̂�2𝑥𝑗 − �̂�2, 𝜏 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛}. When
the absolute value of NDRI, corresponding to a detected TP, is close
to one, it is likely that the TP is incorrectly detected due to a possible
jump (datum shift) or poor data quality. A NDRI close to zero indicates
a more reliable detected TP; however, choosing the threshold very close
to zero reduces the sensitivity while increasing the specificity of the
model. In Section 3, an optimal threshold for this metric is obtained.
Another metric for evaluating the quality of TPs is signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), defined as the L2 norm of the trend divided by the L2 norm of
the noise (white, seasonal, etc.).

2.2.2. Windowing strategy in STPD
To better understand the windowing strategy in STPD, an example

is presented herein. Fig. 2 shows this strategy for a 7-year-long InSAR
time series. Note that in the computer code, users may choose any
window and step sizes to process their datasets. Herein, a fixed 5-
year-long window for InSAR time series is chosen due to relatively
poor SNR because of seasonality and slow-moving ground deforma-
tion. In this research, PS-InSAR time series are first re-sampled to a
monthly scale using the spline interpolation technique. This will help
mitigating over/under-estimation of linear trends due to the effect of
missing values and extreme values (outliers). Note that for the sake of
computational efficiency, STPD is only based on linear trend fitting not
iterative season-trend fitting, and so equally spaced time series can be
more effective and reliable.

Utilizing the monthly re-sampled time series, each window contains
60 samples, and so in the STPD forward and backward estimations
described in Section 2.2.1, an optimal 𝜏, 12 < 𝜏 < 49, is estimated
by OLS, minimizing the residual L2 norm. Let 𝜏1, 𝜏2, and 𝜏3 be the
potential detected TPs for windows 1, 2, and 3, respectively (Fig. 2)
at 99% confidence level, i.e., a potential TP between 2016 and 2019,
another one between 2017 and 2020, and another one between 2018
and 2021.

Next step is to evaluate the detected TPs. In this step, if the detected
TPs from two consecutive windows are close enough to each other
(i.e., within one year time difference), then the TP that is further away
from the center of its corresponding window will be eliminated. For
example, in Fig. 2, if TP 𝜏1 is in December 2018 in window 1 and TP
𝜏2 is in January 2018 in window 2, then 𝜏2 is more likely to be the
true TP as it is closer to the center of window 2 (June 2018) while 𝜏1
is further away from the center of window 1 (June 2017). A detected
trend closer to a window center is more likely to be a true TP as it has
data supports from both side of the window, i.e., more robust to noise,
4

such as inter-annual noise or strong serial correlation (Ghaderpour and
Vujadinovic, 2020).

After determining 𝑘 potential TPs (in this study 𝑘 ≤ 3), a for-
ward trend estimation process as described in Section 2.2.1 will be
implemented to estimate an optimal linear trend with 𝑘 TPs for the
entire time series. A backward trend estimation process will also be
implemented on the flipped time series with flipped TPs to estimate
another optimal linear trend with the 𝑘 TPs. From the forward and
backward estimated trends, the trend whose residual norm is smaller
will be chosen as the final optimal trend with 𝑘 TPs. In other words,
in the forward estimation, only the first linear trend piece has an
unknown intercept to be estimated while in the backward estimation,
only the last piece has an unknown intercept to be estimated. This
means the gradient estimation of the linear pieces depends on the
estimated intercept of the first (forward) or the last (backward) piece.
Finally, the two trend pieces before and after each TP are used to
estimate the direction of trend change and to estimate NDRI that can
be used for further evaluation of the TPs in the time series.

3. Simulation experiment

In this section, the performance of STPD on a large set of simulated
PS-InSAR time series is demonstrated, and its results are compared with
the results of Pettitt, MRSD, and SCPD. A simulation test is performed
to compare the performances of Pettitt, MRSD, SCPD, and STPD for TP
detection. The time series are simulated using the following equation:

𝑦(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑇 (𝑥𝑖) + 𝑆(𝑥𝑖) + 𝜂(𝑥𝑖), 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 (11)

where 𝑛 is the size of the time series, 𝑇 is a simulated linear trend that
has a random TP, 𝑆 is seasonal noise, and 𝜂 is white random noise. In
this simulation, 𝑛 is selected to be 60 that is the size of a 5-year-long
monthly segment within one of the windows shown in Fig. 2. The trend
component is selected as 𝑇 (𝑥𝑖) = 0 if 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝜏, and 𝑇 (𝑥𝑖) = −𝑚𝑥𝑖 +𝑚𝑥𝜏
if 𝜏 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 60, where 𝑚 is a random number between 5 and 50 mm/year
generated by MATLAB 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() function and 𝜏 is also a random number
between 12 and 49 generated by 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(). The white random noise is
simulated as 𝜂 = 2 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑛(60, 1), where MATLAB 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑛(60, 1) is a random
vector of dimension 60 whose entries are drawn from a standard normal
distribution with mean zero and standard deviation one. After the
least-squares spectral analysis (Ghaderpour, 2021) of a large randomly
selected set of real PS-InSAR time series, it was determined that the
segments of PS-InSAR time series may contain seasonal components
that often can be estimated as

𝑆(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐴0 sin(𝜋𝑥𝑖 + 𝜃0) +
3
∑

𝑗=1
𝐴𝑗 sin(2𝜋𝑥𝑗 + 𝜃𝑗 ) (12)

where 𝜃𝑗 are the amplitudes and phases, 𝐴0 accounts for inter-annual
cycle (every two years), while 𝐴1, 𝐴2, and 𝐴3 account for annual,
semi-annual, and higher frequency seasonal cycles, respectively. The
amplitudes and frequencies the seasonal components may change over
time; however, they usually can be well approximated by Eq. (12)
for 5-year-long segments. For each simulated time series, each of the
amplitudes and phases in Eq. (12) is selected randomly using 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑛,
where amplitude of annual component is also multiplied by 2 due to a
higher chance of existence in real PS-InSAR time series. The seasonal
oscillations, particularly the annual cycles, exist in the PS-InSAR time
series due to cyclic processes over the year, such as rainfalls and
temperature variation from summer to winter. Typically, the amplitude
of these cycles is between 5 mm and 10 mm. One of the randomly
generated time series (SNR = 1.3) is illustrated in Fig. 3. The estimated
trend using the proposed method is illustrated in panel (d) that is
approximately the same as the simulated trend shown in panel (a).

In the simulated time series using Eq. (11), SNR is calculated as the
L2 norm of 𝑇 divided by the L2 norm of 𝜂. The root mean square error
(RMSE) is a comparison metric used in this study defined as

RMSE =

√

√

√

√
1

𝑁
∑

(𝑧𝑘 − 𝑧𝑘)2 (13)

𝑁 𝑘=1
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Fig. 3. A simulated example: (a) linear trend with a TP at the beginning of 2018 (𝑇 ), (b) white random noise (𝜂), (c) seasonal noise (𝑆), (d) sum of the trend and noises (𝑦).
Fig. 4. RMSEs of TP (a) and gradient change or turning direction (b) for Pettitt, MRSD, SCPD, and STPD. The TPs considered in these graphs were statistically significant at 99%
confidence level for all the methods.
where 𝑁 is the number of simulated time series, 𝑧𝑘 is the true TP
(simulated) and 𝑧𝑘 is the TP estimated by a method for time series
𝑘. To evaluate the performance of estimated gradients, RMSE is also
calculated for turning directions corresponding to the estimated TPs.
A turning direction is the gradient of the linear piece after the TP
minus the gradient of the linear piece before the TP. For the turning
direction in these simulations, in Eq. (13), 𝑧𝑘 is the simulated direction
(𝑧𝑘 = 𝑚𝑘 − 0), and 𝑧𝑘 is the estimated direction (𝑧𝑘 = �̂�𝑘2 − �̂�𝑘1 ). One
hundred thousand time series 𝑁 = 100, 000 are generated randomly
using Eq. (11), and the true SNR vs RMSE graphs for all the four
methods are calculated and illustrated in Fig. 4. From this figure, STPD
outperformed other methods in terms of RMSE for detecting the true
location of the TP and when SNR > 2, STPD also outperformed Sen’s
slope estimator associated with Pettitt’s detected CPs. For a fair compar-
ison, only the TPs were considered that were statistically significant at
99% determined from the statistical tests associated with each method.
5

To test the sensitivity and specificity of Pettitt and STPD, one
hundred thousand time series are randomly simulated using Eq. (11)
with 𝑛 = 60 (5-year-long) for two cases: (1) when the time series
have a randomly located TP with a turning direction whose absolute
value is greater than 1 mm/year, and (2) when the time series have
no TPs with gradient varying from zero to 5 mm/year. Table 1 shows
the confusion matrices after this process at 99% confidence level for
both methods. For a fair and better evaluation when calculating the
confusion matrices, a CP or TP was considered truly predicted if its
location to the true location of TP was within 6 points or half a year at
99% confidence level for both methods. The overall accuracy, i.e., the
average of the diagonal entries in the confusion matrix, for detecting
a CP (either jump or TP) by Pettitt is 65% where the differentiation
between the two types remains a challenge while the overall accuracy
of STPD for detecting solely a TP (no jump) is 83%. It is worth nothing
that the false negative rate of Pettitt’s test increases as the gradient of
randomly simulated time series with no TPs increases.
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Table 1
Confusion matrices for Pettitt and STPD for detecting TP in simulated monthly time series of 5-year-long duration. Note that CP means change
point which could be a jump or a TP. A CP or TP is truly predicted if its location to the true location of TP is within 6 points or half a year.

Predicted

Pettitt

CP No CP

56% 44%Turn

26% 74%

Ac
tu

al

No Turn

Predicted

STPD

Turn No Turn

81% 19%Turn

15% 85%

Ac
tu

al

No Turn
Fig. 5. A simulated example: (a) linear trend with a jump (datum shift) at the beginning of 2018, (b) white random noise (𝜂1), (c) seasonal noise (𝜂2), (d) sum of the trend and
noises and an estimated trend using STPD with an incorrect TP detected without applying an optimal threshold for NDRI.
From Fig. 4, STPD outperforms SCPD for estimating the TPs and
their directions. Recall that both STPD and SCPD use the L2 norm
minimization, but the linear pieces in the STPD are always connected
while two independent gradients and intercepts are always estimated
in SCPD. In other words, SCPD can detect a change as a result of a jump
or a TP; however, STPD is only designed for detecting TP with much
higher accuracy compared to SCPD. A question may arise on how STPD
performs if there is a jump in a time series rather than a TP. To answer
this question, a simulated time series with a jump whose magnitude is
20 mm located at the beginning of 2018 is illustrated in Fig. 5. Note
that there is no gradient change (zero direction) in this time series, see
panel (a). However, STPD detects a TP toward the end of 2016, see
panel (d). The NDRI of the estimated trend is 0.51 due to relatively
higher L2 norm of the second piece as the result of the high magnitude
jump.

To find an optimal threshold to distinguish jumps from TPs when
using STPD, one hundred thousand time series are simulated using
Eq. (11) with 𝑛 = 60 at random with jumps whose locations and
magnitudes are also randomly selected from zero to 50 mm. Then STPD
was applied to each simulated time series and its NDRI was estimated
to produce the red graph in Fig. 6. Similarly, one hundred thousand
simulated time series were simulated using Eq. (11) with 𝑛 = 60 at
random but with random TPs and corresponding random directions
from zero to 50 mm/year to produce the blue graph in Fig. 6. Note
6

that the seasonal noise and white random noise were also randomly
generated for each time series. From Fig. 6, when the absolute value of
NDRI is greater than 0.3, a TP was very likely estimated incorrectly due
to jump with magnitude greater than 10 mm. Furthermore, all the true
TPs have |NDRI| < 0.3, see the blue graph. In PS-InSAR time series,
jumps with magnitudes less than 10 mm may appear due to errors
during phase unwrapping, or atmospheric noise, etc. Therefore, 0.3 is
chosen as an optimal threshold for |NDRI| to separate jumps from TPs.

4. Study region and datasets

The province of Frosinone is in the Lazio region of Italy and has
an area of 3247 km2 and a total population of 493,605 people esti-
mated in 2016 (https://demo.istat.it/). The province is bounded by
mountain ranges, the Ernici mountains in the north, the Mainarde in
the northeast, the Ausoni and Aurunci mountains in the south, and
the Lepini mountains in the southwest, following the natural mountain
range development of Italian peninsula, Fig. 7. The main two mountain
systems of this province are part of the central Apennines (north)
and the Lazio pre-Apennines (south), divided by the low and middle
Latin Valley crossed by the Sacco and Liri rivers, Fig. 7c. There are
numerous industrial settlements along Sacco river (Massimo et al.,
2014). Improper managements and industrial activities for decades
affected the Sacco river valley, a vast territory between the provinces

https://demo.istat.it/
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Table 2
Datasets utilized in this study and their brief descriptions. The last access for all datasets was on August 1st, 2023.
Dataset Spatial

Resolution
Dates Description Source/Reference

Digital Elevation
Model (DEM)

10 m 2023 TINITALY Tarquini and Nannipieri
(2017) and Tarquini et al.
(2023)

Land cover/use 100 m 2018 CORINE (Coordination of
Information on the
Environment) land cover
product has 44 land cover
classes

https:
//land.copernicus.eu/pan-
european/corine-land-cover

PS-InSAR 20 m in
azimuth by
5 m in
ground-range

2015–
2021
(6-day)

Pre-processed 340 ASC and
208 DESC PS-InSAR time
series for periods
04/2015–12/2021 and
01/2015–12/2021,
respectively

– European Space Agency
(ESA)

Precipitation 4 weather
stations

Monthly
01/2015
–
12/2021

Datasets for Cassino, Sora,
Frosinone, and San Vito
Romano

https://www.3bmeteo.com
Fig. 6. The absolute value of NDRI vs TP direction in blue and vs jump magnitude in
red. When |NDRI| < 0.3, jumps with magnitudes greater than 10 mm can be masked
while the TPs remain intact.

of Rome and Frosinone, and produced an unprecedented environmental
and social disaster. In addition, this region appeared to be affected by
many landslides in forms of slow earth-flow, shallow landslides, and
complex movement (Gravina et al., 2017). The datasets employed in
this study are listed in Table 2.

5. Field results

In this section, STPD is applied to real PS-InSAR time series for
both ascending and descending geometries for the study region, and
the estimated TPs are categorized according to topography and land
cover/use. Furthermore, correlations between the estimated TPs of
PS-InSAR and accumulated precipitation time series are demonstrated
within an area susceptible to landslides.

5.1. PS-InSAR trend turning point detection analysis

The STPD was applied to 694,040 ascending and 879,590 descend-
ing PS-InSAR time series, and only the time series with at least one
statistically significant TP at 99% confidence level with absolute value
of direction greater than 1 mm/year are selected such that NDRI < 0.3
and SNR > 1. Totals of 126,777 ascending and 182,621 descending
PS-InSAR time series passed these conditions, i.e., about 18% and 20%
ascending and descending PS-InSAR time series. The elevation, slope,
and land cover/use maps shown in Fig. 7 were utilized to determine
the elevation, slope, and land cover/use classes of PS-InSAR locations to
produce the bar charts in Fig. 8. From panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 8, about
7

70% of PS-InSAR time series with the significant TPs have elevation less
than 400 m above the mean sea level and slope less than 10 degrees that
are mainly in urban and industrial areas.

5.2. PS-InSAR trend turning points within an area of interest (AOI)

To show an application of STPD, an AOI susceptible to landslides is
used that has 1345 polygons. These polygons are obtained contouring
the areas where PS-InSAR time series have absolute value of velocity
greater than 2.5 mm/year, clustered based on a maximum distance of
200 m with minimum of 4 PS. In addition, the polygons are selected
such that they do not fall within industrial areas, quarry, mines, or
dumps, and the PS locations inside the polygons have minimum slope
of 5◦ (Martino et al., 2022). The information about the number of
polygons defined based on ascending and descending PS is given in
Table 3.

It was found that 27% of the ascending and 40% of the descending
PS-InSAR time series had statistically significant TPs that are potentially
due to landslides. The dates of the detected TPs are classified for years
2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020, excluding 2015 and 2021 due to
large uncertainties. The results are shown in Fig. 9 which includes both
TPs in ascending and descending geometries.

Two polygons are selected as an example of the TP results. An
ascending and a descending PS-InSAR time series with significant TPs
are selected for each polygon, and the TP results are illustrated in
Fig. 10, marked in Fig. 7b. Generally, the lower the NDRI and the
higher the SNR, the more accurate the estimated TPs. Note that there
were polygons that contained only ascending PS and polygons that
contained only descending PS. Not many areas had both ascending and
descending PS less than 50 m apart for a more rigorous slope movement
analysis which is a major limitation of PS data.

Time series labeled by A and B located inside an AOI polygon in
Fig. 10 have a common detected TP in August 2017 where ASC and
DESC time series have positive and negative gradients after the TP,
respectively. The time series labeled by C and D located inside another
AOI polygon, each has two detected TPs, where the gradient of D is
significantly decreasing after September 2017. To justify the simulation
criteria described in Section 3, the least-squares spectra (Ghaderpour,
2021) of the monthly resampled PS-InSAR time series after removing
the trends are also displayed in Fig. 11, showing statistically significant
annual spectral peak for time series B and C at 99% while semi-annual
cycle of D is significant at 95%. There were many other PS-InSAR time
series with statistically significant inter-annual (0.5 cycles/year) and
seasonal cycles (e.g., 1,2,3 cycles/year) as well that were not shown
here for brevity.

https://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european/corine-land-cover
https://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european/corine-land-cover
https://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european/corine-land-cover
https://www.3bmeteo.com
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Fig. 7. The study region. (a) A continental map showing the study region inside the red box, (b) Google road map with two PS locations used as examples of PS-InSAR time
series, (c) A 10 m resolution DEM of the study region with an overlaid river network, (d) A topographic slope calculated from the DEM map by QGIS, and (e) CORINE land
cover/use map at 100 m resolution with 44 classes, updated in 2018.
Table 3
Information about the AOI and PS-InSAR time series for ascending and descending orbits.
Geometry Number of

polygons in AOI
Number of PS Number of PS

with TPs
Number of PS with
significant TPs after
applying SNR > 1 and
NDRI < 0.3

Ascending 641 4656 2911 (64%) 1243 (27%)
Descending 704 4020 3371 (84%) 1597 (40%)
8
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Fig. 8. Bar charts showing the number of PS-InSAR time series (frequency) with significant TPs for each (a) elevation, (b) topographic slope, and (c) land cover/use class shown
in Fig. 7. All the PS-InSAR time series within the study region are considered.
6. Discussion

6.1. Theoretical aspects of turning points

The statistical significance of the gradient change in Eq. (8) is
based on the normality assumption of the residual series. In practice,
however, this assumption may not always hold true due to existence of
seasonality and/or serial correlation. Therefore, the test statistics and
reported degrees of freedom are considered ‘‘naive’’, providing results
that are too liberal; i.e., it can result in more frequent rejection of
the null hypothesis 𝐻0 (Santer et al., 2000). The criteria of SNR > 1
and approximately the same forward and backward TP estimation in
STPD, can effectively reduce the false positive rate as compared to non-
parametric tests, such as Pettitt’s test, Table 1. Moreover, Fig. 4 showed
that the RMSEs of TPs and their corresponding directions for STPD are
significantly lower than the ones for MRSD, SCPD, and Pettitt’s method,
showing the robustness of STPD. Comparing the estimated TPs using
SCPD and MRSD as in Fig. 4a, one can also observe that the mathe-
matical metric (e.g., maximizing gradient difference vs minimizing L2
norm) for estimating CPs can also make a big difference.

On the other hand, presence of gaps or missing values in time series
could introduce significant biases on the trend estimation, especially
for time series with seasonality. Ahmed et al. (2023) showed that in
such time series, ALLSSA can perform significantly better than the
least-squares linear regression and Sen’s slope estimator for estimating
gradients. In JUST, the degrees of freedom reduces as the number of
9

significant constituents increases during the ALLSSA process, provid-
ing less liberal and more accurate change detection results. However,
the computational cost of ALLSSA can be significantly higher than
the simple trend fit model (Ghaderpour and Vujadinovic, 2020). An
alternative way for significantly reducing the computational cost and
improving the accuracy of CP detection would be regular re-sampling
of PS-InSAR data by the spline or other similar interpolation methods
which can reduce the effect of outliers and biases in trend estimation
when applying fast and simple trend fitting models like STPD.

An effective window size is another important parameter for TP
estimation (Ghaderpour and Vujadinovic, 2020; Hussain et al., 2021).
For estimating gradual trend change, a 5-year-long window is recom-
mended which is long enough to account for noise including inter-
annual, annual, and seasonal noise and short enough to consider multi-
ple TPs between years. This selection along with the translating step of
one year allowed rigorous estimation of TPs that were at least three
years apart (assumption), though TPs between one and three years
apart could also be detected. The STPD code allows users to choose
their own window and step sizes according to particular applications.
For a smaller window size, more TPs may be estimated but these
estimations are more sensitive to noise and seasonality, like other
windowing strategies for CP detection (Zuo et al., 2019; Ghaderpour
and Vujadinovic, 2020; Hussain et al., 2021).

6.2. Precipitation: A major triggering factor of displacement turning points

The accumulated precipitation time series since January 2015 along
with their STPD results are shown in Fig. 12. The window and step sizes
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Fig. 9. The dates of the significant TPs for the AOI using STPD for both ascending and descending PS-InSAR time series. Note that the PS locations are within the polygons
susceptible to landslides.
for STPD are selected as 3 years and 6 months, respectively, allowing
the detection of TPs within a year. From Fig. 12, one can observe that
the precipitation velocity (gradient) was increased more than twice
after August 2017 (close to or more than 2 m/yr, see the arrows) and
again increased since 2020 for all the four locations. This may justify
the detected TPs in August and September 2017 for time series shown
in Fig. 10 and many other PS shown in Fig. 9.

The frequency bar chart of the TPs for all the PS locations in AOI
within 20 km from the weather stations and for the entire AOI are
illustrated in Fig. 13. One can see from this figure that many PS-InSAR
time series had a TP in August 2017 likely due to increased rainfalls
during 2018 and the end of 2017. In fact, all the four locations and
in general the province of Frosinone experienced relatively much drier
period from Fall 2016 to Fall 2017, immediately followed by a rela-
tively much wetter period from Fall 2017 to 2019, i.e., more than twice
precipitation gradient. Tichavský et al. (2019) pointed out that dry
spells preceding triggering rainfall may increase slope predisposition to
sliding in central Europe which agrees with our results. On the other
10
hand, Ghaderpour et al. (2023) discussed that the gradual warming and
dry conditions in most parts of Italy have been and likely to be creating
more extreme rainfall events which may increase landslide occurrences,
particularly in central Italy.

6.3. Key findings, recommendations, and future direction

The proposed STPD can estimate TPs in a time series faster and more
accurately than other change detection methods. The STPD estimates
the dates when the gradient of linear trend changes without any jumps
or discontinuities. A practical application of STPD is estimating the start
times of gradient change in InSAR displacement time series because of
slow-moving landslides, ground subsidence or uplift. Lu et al. (2019)
proposed an Optimized Hot Spot Analysis (OHSA) on persistent scat-
terers (PS) and distributed scatterers (DS) datasets to spatially identify
hot spots that may represent slow-moving landslide in the Volterra
region, Italy. However, their approach did not approximate the dates
when landslides started. The hot spot maps illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6
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Fig. 10. An example of two polygons susceptible to landslides in the study region, showing PS-InSAR time series with statistically significant TPs.
Fig. 11. The residual least-squares spectra of the PS-InSAR time series shown in Fig. 10 (with the same labels A, B, C, D). The red lines represent the critical values at 99%
confidence level.
in Lu et al. (2019) only show the hot spot PS/DS, without the dates
when slow-moving landslides started. It is worthwhile noting that a
displacement time series can have a decreasing trend followed by an
increasing trend or vice versa that may result in an overall zero velocity
that could be misleading when applying methods such as OHSA. On
the other hand, STPD can estimate the potential TPs within each
displacement time series and estimate the velocities before and after
the TPs. The STPD in conjunction with OHSA could further improve
the spatiotemporal accuracy of slow-moving landslide mapping that is
subject to future study.

In the present work, STPD was applied to over one million PS-
InSAR time series first, then the estimated TPs were classified by
topography and land cover/use. As a potential application to landslide
11
monitoring, an AOI susceptible to landslides was determined, and the
PS-InSAR time series within that AOI were further analyzed along with
potential triggering factors of their trend change (e.g., precipitation).
It is worthwhile mentioning that groundwater level variations due to
industrial and irrigation activities are also possible reasons for the
detected TPs in PS-InSAR time series as illustrated in Fig. 8, mainly
in urbanized, industrial, and agricultural areas (Salvati and Zitti, 2009;
Piscopo et al., 2022). An accurate spatiotemporal ground deformation
mapping is an important task for developing a sustainable environment,
urban planning, and mitigating various geohazards, such as groundwa-
ter arsenic contamination that is a major global concern (Teixeira et al.,
2020; Koley, 2023).
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Fig. 12. Accumulated precipitation time series with their estimated TPs by STPD. All the four time series show a significant gradient (velocity) increase from September 2017 to
January 2019 (close to or more than 2 m/yr, see arrows).
7. Conclusions

A fast and robust method, namely, sequential turning point detec-
tion (STPD), was developed and successfully applied to simulated and
real displacement time series. The STPD can process one million PS-
InSAR time series of size 100 within one hour in MATLAB and within
four hours in Python on an average desktop computer, e.g., Intel (R)
Core (TM) i7-7700 CPU @3.6 GHz. Using simulation experiment, it
was shown that STPD outperformed other change detection methods
in terms of RMSE of the locations and directions of TPs and achieved
an overall accuracy of 83%. Furthermore, a statistical metric, namely,
NDRI, was introduced to eliminate those TPs that were incorrectly
estimated due to presence of jumps or poor data quality.

The detected TPs were also classified according to elevation, slope,
and land cover/use. Over 70% of the significant TPs were located
on areas with slope less than 10◦ and elevation less than 400 m,
likely as the result of change in groundwater level and anthropogenic
activities. Then AOI polygons susceptible to landslides were utilized,
and the displacement gradient change of the PS-InSAR time series
within these polygons were correlated with accumulated precipita-
tion gradient change. It was found that precipitation was a major
triggering factor of slow-moving landslides (shallow landslides, slow
earth-flow, etc.). Although monitoring ground deformation through
satellite sensors is one effective approach, other methods of monitoring,
e.g., ground-based measurements, need to be combined for a more
effective and reliable monitoring. It is hoped that the proposed TP
detection method and presented results can help geologists, hydrolo-
gists, and other scientists and engineers in their research as well as
12
stakeholders and responsible authorities for hazard management and
building a sustainable environment.
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Fig. 13. The frequency of PS-InSAR TPs, shown by different colors in Fig. 9, where the PSs are (a)–(d) within 10 km from the weather stations shown in Fig. 7b, and (e) for the
entire AOI.
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Code availability

Name of the code/library: STPD
Contact: ebrahim.ghaderpour@uniroma.it
Hardware requirements: Laptop or PC with Windows or Linux
Program language: MATLAB and Python
Software required: Basic and commonly used libraries in MATLAB

and Python
Program size: 2.5 megabytes
The source code is available at: https://github.com/Ghaderpour/

LSWAVE-SignalProcessing
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